
Scrutiny Comments on modification in Approved Mining Plan with PMCP for KURUMBAPATTI RF 
ARASU MAGNESITE MINE over 96.34 hectares in Kurumbapatti - Village, Omalur-Taluk and Salem -
District, Tamil Nadu State of M/s. The TamilNadu Magnesite  Ltd. Mine code-39TMN11001 
                                                

 
 
The heading should be Modification in APPROVED Mining plan with PMCP in 1st page and in 
relevant pages. 

1. General :   
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

a) The mobile number Applicant/ lessee is to be given. 
b) Date of expiry of lease should be corrected as per MMDR-2015  
d) Mineral(s) which is / are included in the letter of Intent / lease deed:- everything is 
explained except name of mineral which are included in lease deed. 

 
     2.0 Location and Accessibility- 
                          (a) lease details- mobile number is to be given. 
             

          (b) Detail of lease area with location map- it is mentioned that the area is forest 
but again it is mentioned that this is Patta land. 
         

         Part –A 
1) Geology and Exploration 

a)E-mail address and phone no of the agency carried out the prospecting should be given.  
    j) How the reserve and resources are changed with respect to earlier submitted mining Plan 
since no drilling has been done the reserve cannot increase accordingly the plan and section 
to be changed.  
 Similarly, all the tables are changed with respect to earlier Mining Plan Submitted i.e. tableNo-
1.2 to 1.11 without doing any additional exploration and mining activities. 
Mineral Resources /Reserves- it should be calculated based on pervious approved mining Plan 
as no drilling has been done. 

2) Mining- 
How the cost of mining is shown very less it should be actual cost. 

Disposal of Waste: -  
                 The proposal for construction of garland drain/parapet wall all around the waste dump  should 
be given. 

PMCP-  
8.3.5- correct rule should be mentioned for table no-40 as per MCDR-2017 
All “nil” table is not acceptable as protective parapet wall/ Garland Drain should be proposed in 
the table and in environment management plan the same should be marked. Cost is to be 
included area rehabilated etc. conceptual plan also should be changed accordingly. 

Plates:-  
1) In all plates for geological plan and section, the reserve should be recalculated and accordingly the 
plan should be given. Accordingly  
2) In environment management plan the proposed garland drain and parapet wall should be shown 
in different colours. 

 
Annexures:-In CD. All annexures should be enclosed in the CD with Name and 
Numbers.(separate from main text and maps).also Separate CD for each  copies to be 
submitted and should be checked whether it is opening or not properly.  

 

 

 


